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In a study of the cohomology of Artin’s coloured braid group, 
Arnold [ 1 ] computed the cohomology algebra of the manifold 
M,= {(z, ,..., z,) E C’: I, # z, for I 6 i <.j < I) 
He found that H*(M,) = H*(M,, C) is isomorphic to the graded @-algebra 
A(I) with identity, generated by elements CI,, = LI,, for 1 6 i #j < I, which are 
homogeneous of degree 1 and subject to the defining relations 
U,,Uh,,, = -uk,,,u,, (1.l.i) 
U,,U,~ + Ll,h (lk, + u,,a,, = 0. (l.l.ii) 
Let A(I)” denote the pth homogeneous component of the graded algebra 
A(1). Arnold showed that the Poincare polynomial of the manifold M,, and 
thus the Poincare polynomial of the algebra A(I) is 
P(M,, t)=(l +r)(l +2t)...(l +(I- 1)t). (1.2) 
The symmetric group S, on {l,..., I} acts linearly on @’ by permuting coor- 
dinates. Since M, is stable under this action there is a representation of S, 
on H*(M,). Our aim in this paper is to use the presentation (1.1) of A(I) to 
give a formula for the @S,-module H*(M,) as a sum of induced modules. 
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We prove that there is a @S,-module isomorphism 
WM,) E 0 Ind$Ji”, 1 p=o, l)...) I- 1. (1.3) 
where c runs over a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of per- 
mutations which have I - p cycles and 5, is an explicitly defined linear 
character of the centralizer Z(c) of c in S,. 
The case p = I- 1 has been studied by Stanley [ 12, Theorem 7.31 in con- 
nection with the homology of the partition lattice II,. He showed, using 
combinatorial results of Hanlon [6], that 
H’ ‘(I7,) z Ind$, )(E[) (1.4) 
where L’ is an f-cycle, i is a faithful linear character of (c) and E is the sign 
character. It follows from the main theorems of [lo] that there is a @S,- 
module isomorphism H’- ‘(M,) r H’ ‘(I7,). Thus (1.4) is indeed the case 
p = I- 1 of (1.3). Our results in Section 3 give an alternative proof of 
Stanley’s result on 17, and therefore provide an alternative (representation- 
theoretic) approach to Hanlon’s study of the fixed sublattices I7;, u’ E S,. 
Our result (4.5) also gives a quick proof of Stanley’s conjecture on alter- 
nating permutations which is proved by Hanlon in [7]. 
Brieskorn [2] generalized Arnold’s formula (1.2) to any finite Coxeter 
group W. Let V= @‘, let WC GL( V) be a finite Coxeter group, and let .d 
be the set of its (complexified) reflecting hyperplanes. Let 
M= v- UHt.d H be the complement of the union of the hyperplanes. For 
H’ E W let n(w) = dim im(w - 1). The function n(w) is constant on conjugacy 
classes of W. Carter [3] has shown that H(N) is the least integer k such that 
11’ may be written as a product of k reflections. Brieskorn 12) proved that 
P(M, t) = c [‘I”’ ) = (1 +m,t)...(l +m,t). (1.5) 
II’ t w 
where m, ,..., m, are the exponents of W; the second equality here is a for- 
mula of Shephard and Todd. 
We conjecture that (1.3) has an analog for all finite Coxeter groups. 
(1.6) Conjrcturr. If W is any Coxeter group then there is a C W-module 
isomorphism 
HP(M) = 0 Indg, ,(5,) p = O,..., rank(W) 
where c runs over a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of W 
with n(c) = p and << is a suitable linear character of the centralizer Z(c) of 
c in W. We have verified the conjecture for groups of rank 2 and for W = S, 
(in this work). 
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In Section 2 of this paper we assume that W is any finite Coxeter group. 
We use the results of Orlik and Solomon [lo] on arrangements of hyper- 
planes to give a formula for H*(M) as a sum of induced modules. In Sec- 
tion 3 we assume that W = S, and prove (1.3) in case p = I- 1. In Section 4 
we combine the results of Section 2 and 3 with ideas of Howlett and 
Lehrer [S, 93 to prove ( 1.3) for all p. 
G. E. Wall has drawn the authors’ attention to a connection between the 
results in this note and the theory of invariants in free Lie algebras. In par- 
ticular the action of S, on the multilinear part of the Koszul complex of the 
free Lie algebra on generators ix, ,..., x,1 is closely related to its action on 
Arnold’s algebra A(I). We intend to return to this theme in a later work. 
The authors would like to thank the Australian Research Grants Scheme 
for a grant which made possible the collaboration which led to this work. 
2. THE CASE OF A FINITE COXETER GROUP 
In this section we state some results from [lo] on arrangements of 
hyperplanes and show how they may be used to derive a decomposition of 
H*(M) of a direct sum of induced modules, in case W is a (complexified) 
Coxeter group and M is the complement of the union of its (complexified) 
reflecting hyperplanes. 
Let I’= C’. An arrangement <JZ,! in V is a finite set of hyperplanes contain- 
ing the origin. Say that the hyperplanes H,,..., H, in .d are dependent if 
codim(H, n .. n HP) < p. Let E(d) be the exterior @-algebra on 
generators eH in one to one correspondence with the hyperplanes HE .d. 
Let I(&‘) be the ideal of E(.d) generated by all elements 
kc, ( - I )” ’ efII C,, eHp 
such that H,,..., H, are dependent. Let A(,d)= E(.d)/Z(.d) and let 
a,~A(d) be the image of eH under the natural projection. Thus 
is a graded @-algebra with identity, generated by elements uH for HE d, 
which are homogeneous of degree 1 and are subject to the defining 
relations 
aHaK = -aKaH (2.1.i) 
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for all H, KE d, and 
kt, (-l)k~‘uH,...~Hk...aHy=O (2.l.ii) 
if H, ,..., HP E .d are dependent. Note that if we multiply the relation (2.l.ii) 
by aHI and use the relation a’,, = 0 we see that 
aHb”‘aHp =o if H, ,..., H, are dependent. (2.2) 
If x, ,..., x, is a basis for the dual space V* and .d consists of the hyper- 
planes H,i= ker(xi- x,) = H,;, where 1 6 i#j< 1, then relations (2.l.ii) for 
which p > 3 may be deduced from those with p = 3 and the algebra A(d) is 
Arnold’s algebra A( I). 
Let .d be any arrangement in V and let M = V- U HE ,J H be the com- 
plement of the union of the hyperplanes in ,d. The following theorem is 
proved in [ 10, Theorem 5.21: 
(2.3) THEOREM. [f‘.d is any arrangement in V there is un isomorphism 
H*(M) E A(d) qfgraded @-algebras. 
If W is a subgroup of GL( V) which preserves .cyl then W has a natural 
representation on H*(M), and W also acts as a group of C-algebra 
automorphisms of A(d) via uluH = Q,,.~ for \V E W and HE .d. It follows 
from the functoriality proved in [lo] that the isomorphism in (2.3) is an 
isomorphism of graded @W-modules. Henceforth we suppress the 
cohomology and state our results in terms of the algebra A(d). In the rest 
of this section it is understood that WC GL( V) preserves S. 
Let L(.&‘) be the set of all intersections of elements of .c9. If XE L(.d), let 
r(X) = codim(X). To each XE L(d) there corresponds a subspace A,(d) 
of A(d) defined as the @-linear span of all elements al,, ... uH with P 
H, n n H, = X. It is shown in [ 10, 2.1 l] that 
A(.&‘)= @ Ax(d). (2.4) 
XEL(d) 
For simplicity we write L= L(d) and A,= A,(d). The group W per- 
mutes L. If 0 is a W-orbit on L define 
A, = @ A,. 
XE c 
Since waH = ar,” for HE JZJ, we have WA, = A,. Thus A, is a @W-module. 
It follows from an elementary criterion for induced modules [S, 
Proposition 10.51 that if XE 0 then 
A, z Indg,*, A, 
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where Wixi = {WE w: wX=X}= { w E W: ~VXG X}. It follows from (2.4) 
that A(,&) is a sum of induced modules indexed by the orbits P of W on L. 
Suppose now that S is a Coxeter arrangement in the sense of [ 111. 
Thus .d is the set of (complexified) reflecting hyperplanes of a finite 
Coxeter group W. Let W, = {M’ E W: wx = x for all x E X}. It is shown in 
[ll, Lemma 3.41 that W[,) = N,( W,) is the normalizer of the parabolic 
subgroup W,y of W. This proves the following lemma: 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let W he a finite Coxeter group, and let .d he the 
corresponding Coxeter arrangement. Let <G he a set of representatives,fi~r the 
@W-orbits on L. Then as W-module M’e have 
and thus 
To prove (1.6) we must write each module Ind,rP,,,Y, A, as a direct sum 
of modules which are induced by linear characters of centralizers Z(c), 
where c runs over a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of W 
which contain an element c such that the fixed point set of L’ is X. If G = S, 
there is, for every XE L, just one such conjugacy class. In general, there is 
one such “parabolic” conjugacy class. 
3. THE TOP COHOMOLOCY FOR THE CASE OF S, 
Let X, ,..., x, be the coordinate functions on V= C’ and let .d be the 
arrangement of all hyperplanes H,i = ker(x, - x,), where 1 6 i # j < 1. The 
corresponding lattice L(.d) is the lattice 17, of partitions of (l,..., I}. We 
have remarked following (2.2) that the algebra A(.&) is Arnold’s algebra 
A(I) with generators a, corresponding to the hyperplanes H,, and defining 
relations (1.1). For simplicity we write A = A(f). It follows from Arnold’s 
formula (1.2) that dimA’ ‘=(1-l)!, and that A”=0 for ~21. The 
vanishing of A p for p 3 I also follows from (2.2). The action of the sym- 
metric group on A is given by wa,, = a ,,,., ‘7 (w E S,). 
In this section we describe the representation of S, on A’ ‘. Let f be a 
graph on the vertex set ( l,..., I}. If r has p edges, say il j, ,..., i, j,,, we 
associate to I- the monomial 
m(T)=aili, “‘ajPjP~ A. (3.1) 
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If r has no edges we agree that m(r) = 1. Since A is anticommutative, the 
graph I- determines the monomial m(f) uniquely up to sign. This 
ambiguity in sign is of no importance in what follows. If r contains a cycle, 
then the set of hyperplanes H, for which ij is an edge of the cycle, is depen- 
dent. It follows then from (2.2) that m(r) = 0. Thus for p = 0, I,..., 1- 1, the 
homogeneous component A p of A is spanned over C by all monomials 
m(T) for which r is a forest with p edges. In particular, the top 
homogeneous component A’- I is spanned over @ by all monomials m(f) 
for which r is a tree. If u is a vertex of f let deg,.(u) = deg(u) denote the 
number of edges incident with u. Say that r is unbranched if deg(u) < 2 for 
all vertices u. 
(3.2) Notation. For p = 2,..., I - 1 define an element u,, E A by 
up=u12u23”‘up I./J’ 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. / I We have A ~- =CS,a,. 
Proqf: Let B= @S,u,. The group S, permutes the set of all graphs I- 
with vertex set { I,..., 1) as follows: if H’ E S, say that ~.i, M:j is an edge of WT 
if and only if ij is an edge of I-. Then \~rn(T) = rn(b~T). Since u, = HZ(~), 
where f is the unbranched tree with edges 12; 23;...; I- 1, 1, it follows that 
B is spanned over C by all m(f) for which I- is an unbranched tree. We 
must prove that if r is any tree, then m(r) E B. We do this by a double 
induction and first describe the integers on which this induction is to be 
done. We may assume that 13 3. 
Recall that a vertex u in a tree is said to be pendant if deg(u) = 1. Define 
a pendant in a tree with at least 3 vertices to be a sequene P= (u,, u2,..., t’,) 
of adjacent vertices such that deg(u,) = 1 and deg(u,) = 2 for s = 2,..., r. If P 
is a pendant in r with r vertices write h(P) = Y, and let v(P) denote the uni- 
que vertex of r adjacent to u, which is different from u, ~, . Let /z(r) 2 1 be 
the maximum of h(P) for all pendants P in r. We argue m(r) E B by 
descending induction on h(T). For fixed h(f) we choose a pendant P in I- 
with h(P) = h(T) and argue by ascending induction on deg(u(P)). 
The maximum value of h(r) is I - 1. If h(r) = 1 - 1 then I’ is unbranched. 
This starts the induction. Suppose now that h(T) = r < I- 1 and that P is a 
pendant in I- with h(P) = r. For simplicity of notation we may assume that 
P = (1, 2,..., r) and let k = u(P). By maximality of h(P) we have deg(k) 3 3. 
Thus we may choose vertices i, j in r adjacent to k and different from r. 
Note that ij is not an edge of r because ik and kj are edges of r and r is a 
tree. Define graphs r’ and p as follows: r’ is obtained from r be deleting 
the edge ik and inserting the edge ij; f” is obtained from by deleting the 
edge,jk and inserting the edge lj. Note that f’ and r” are trees. 
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Now m(r) has a factor akrak,, which by the Arnold relation ( l.l.ii) is 
equal to aj,alk +aika,. Hence, substituting for akiak,, we see that 
m(r) =m(f’)+ m(p). Further, P remains a pendant in .both r’ and I-“, 
but deg,.(u(P))=degY(u(P))=deg,(u(P))- 1. 
It follows that if deg,(u(P)) = 3 (the minimal value), then h(f’) > h(f) 
and h(Y) > h(f), whence by induction on h(f), m(r) and m(F) are in B, 
and so m(r) E B. If deg,.(o(P)) > 3 then by induction on u(P), we have 
m(rl)E B and m(r)E B, whence m(T)E B. This completes the proof of 
(3.3). I 
(3.4) Notation. For i = l,..., I write c, = (12.. . i) E S,. Thus I’, is an i- 
cycle and c, = 1. 
For i= l,..., 1 we view S, as a subgroup of S, in the natural way. 
Thus S, = {M’ E S, 1 yj = ,j for j > i ). Note that c, is a Coxeter element in 
S,. We next wish to show that A’- ’ = @S,~-, a,. In view of Proposition 
(3.3) above, it will suffice to show for a set (\i’, ) of coset representatives 
of S,-, in S,, that M’;a,E CS, ,a,. The representatives we choose are 
{cf ) p=o, l,..., I- 1 }. We will show that for 13 2 and for p = O,..., I- 1 
there is a unique element h([, p)~ CS, , such that cpa,= b(l, p) al. 
(3.5) DEFINITION. Let t be an indeterminate. For 12 2 and p = O,..., I- 1 
define elements 6(1, p) E CS, I by 
(1 +c,-,t)(l -c, zt)~..(l+(-l)‘clt)=‘fb(l,p)tp 
p = 0 
where the pth term in the product is 1 + ( - 1)” ‘c,- ,‘t. 
It follows from the definition that for 13 3 the elements h(f, p) satisfy the 
recurrence relation 
b(f, p)=(-l)“+‘c, , h(l-l,p-l)+(-l)“b(l-l,p), p= I,..., 1-2. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. If I> 2 and p = 0 ,..., I- 1 then cf a, = h( I, p) a,. The 
h(I, p) are the unique elements of @S,- , with this property. 
Prooj: If we show that cfa,= h(l, p) a, then clearly CS,a,= CS, ,a,, 
whence by (3.3) dimCS,-,a,=(/-l)!. Since dimA’-‘=(/-I)! by 
Arnold’s formula (1.2) the map 5 H (a,: @S,- , + A’- ’ is an isomorphism 
of vector spaces. This proves uniqueness. 
We prove that cfa,= b(l, p) a, by induction on 1. For I= 2 we have 
b(2,0)= b(2, 1)= 1 and the assertion is clear since c,a,,=a,,. Suppose 
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lb 3. If p = 0 the assertion is clear since b(l, 0) = 1 from the definition. Sup- 
pose p = l,..., I - 2. Then 
Note that if p = I- 1, the argument breaks down here because the product 
a,- ,,,a,,, does not appear in cfa,; we consider the case p = l- 1 at the end 
of the proof. 
Since a I- ,,/a/,, = al/Ql,/L I - Ql,/L Ia/ I.19 we have 
cfa,= -~,+,,2+,'~~a/L2,/ I~/.Ial./Llal2"'~,~ I,p 
-al+,,+;.. a/ 2,/L Ial 1.10, I./Q12 " apm~ I./l 
=m, +m, 
where m, and m, are the two terms appearing on the right-hand side. Since 
h(l- 1, p) E CS,- z, it fires a, ,,,. Thus by induction we have 
(-l)p~2=(al+,,2+,~~~a~~2.~ Ia~p~.~a~2...a, IJl) a/- I./ 
=(cy-,%,)u, I./ 
= (H- l,P) a/ 1) a/- I./ 
= N- 13 P)CQ, I a/-- ,.,I 
= h(l- 1, p) a,. 
Next, let s denote the transposition (1, I- 1). Since SC/ I = (‘I- 2, wc have 
(-l)“+’ ~,=(~,+,,2+;~~a~~2,~ 10,~ I.I~I~'.'~,~I., ) a,/ 
=(cL,a, ,)a,, 
=SC(.~('y-,aa,~ I) a/- ,.,I 
= s[(c, 24-,‘a ,-,)%,.,I 
=s[(c,~,h(l-l,P- l)a, -11% ,,,I 
=s[c,&,Q- 1, P- l)(a,-,a, -,.,)I 
since ~,~,h(l-- l,p- l)~Cs, 2 and hence acts trivially on a,-,,,. Hence 
(-l)p+‘m, =sc 1-2w- 1, P- 1) a, 
=c,-,b(l-l,p-l)a,. 
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It follows from (3.6) that 
cpa,=m,+m,=(-l)p+‘c , ,h(l-1,p-l)a,+(-1)~h(l-1,p)a, 
= b(b P) 0,. 
This proves the assertion in case p = l,..., I- 2. Suppose finally that 
p = I - 1. By definition we have 
b(l,I-1)=(-l)‘+*+ “+(’ 2)c, ,“‘c~c,. 
Since c, . ..c2cli=l+ 1 -i for i= l,...,I we have 
C,“‘C*C,a,=u,,,~ ,“‘aj*u*, = (-1) I+?+ .” +(/-2) a,. 
The assertion of the proposition in case p = I- 1 follows from this formula 
if we multiply on the left by c,- ’ = c: ‘. Note that c, ... czcI is the 
opposition involution of S,. 1 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let A = A(1) be the graded @-ulgebru deji’ned by the 
presentation ( 1.1) ,for the cohomologJj algebru of the manifold 
M,= i(z, ,..., 2,) E C’: 2, # 2, for 1 < i <,j < I}. 
Let A’- ’ be its top graded component and write 
a/ = 012023 ‘. a/ I.1 EA’ ‘. 
Dclfine elements b(l, p) E @S,- , bj 
(l+c,~,t)(l-c,~2t)..~(l+(-l)‘c,t)= i b(l,p)t” 
p = 0 
where c,=(12... i) and t is un indeterminate. Then 
(i) A’ ’ =@S, ,a,. 
(ii) A ’ ’ is the (left) regular CS,- ,-module. 
(iii) Zf ,f’: CS,+ A’ ’ is the @S,-module surjection dtlfned by 
f(5) = tu,, then kerf= @;:I, CS,- , d(/, p), where d(l, p) = cf - b(l, p). 
Proof: (i) Follows from (3.3) (3.7), and the fact that 
{CIp 1 p=o, I,..., I-l} is a set of coset representatives for S,- I in S,. We 
have observed in the proof of (3.5) that the map ,f is an isomorphism of 
vector spaces and this is an isomorphism of @,SP ,-modules. This proves 
(ii). For (iii) note that ker f = {r E @S,I <a, = 0). It follows from (3.7) that 
the elements d(l, p) are in kerf: Note however that d(l, 0) = 0. Since 
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{cp ( p=o, l,..., I- 1) is a set of coset representatives for S,-, in S, we 
have 
@S,= ‘1’ ax-, d(1, p) + cs, , 
p=l 
Since each summand has dimension at most (I - 1 )!, it follows that 
dim CS, _ , d(l, p)=(l- l)! (p= l,..., I- 1) and that the sum is direct. Since 
dim A’ ’ = (I - I )! it follows that kerf = @h:‘, CS, , d(l, p), proving 
(iii). 1 
(3.9) THEOREM. [ 12, Theorem 7.21. Let A he the algebra of (3.8) and 
let d be a faithful character of the cyclic group generated by c = (12. . 1). 
The representation of S, on the top graded component A’-’ qf A is 
E IndT:,,(d) where E is the sign character qf S,. 
Proof: For i= 1, 2 ,..., I write y, = E(c,). c, = (- 1)’ ‘c, E KS,. The 
representation E Ind-T;,>(d) = Ind~$:,,,(c~) is realized on @S,e(sd), where 
e(r-:d) is an idempotent in @(cl), realizing cd. Thus e(ed) = 
(l/1) CL=:, [ “y/‘, where [ = e’““‘. Let t E @. The assertion in (3.8.iii) that 
d(l, p) lies in the kernel off may be expressed by the formula 
f(Y wj =(I-Q-,)(1-Q, 2)...(1-tl;,)al. 
I, = 0 
It follows that 
e(aC)a,=f(l-~P’~, ,)(1-<-i?, 2)...(1-<m’y,)a,, 
Note that r;=(-1)“’ “c;=l for i=l,..., 1. If i=l,..., l-l then 
is not zero so { - yi is an invertible element of CS,- , . 
Hence CS,e(+) a, = A’- ‘. It follows that the restriction off: CS, ---f A’- ’ 
to @S,e(@) is surjective, and hence by dimension, injective. Thusf induces 
an isomorphism of @S,-modules: @S,e(cd) + A’- ‘. This proves the 
theorem. 1 
Hanlon’s formula [ 12, 7.11 for the Euler characteristic (or equivalently, 
Mobius function) of the sublattice of the partition lattice fixed by a per- 
mutation w E S, follows immediately. 
(3.10) COROLLARY. Let 17 be the lattice of partitions of { 1, 2,..., I} 
(I>, 3) and W” be the sublattice of n,fixed by a permutation w E S,. Let 0, 1 
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he the minimal and maximal elements of IT”, and let P,~ he its Miihius 
function. Then 
p,,(O, I)= (-l)“-‘p(l/d)(d- l)!(l/d)d ’ 
if w is a product of d cycles qf length l/d and pM.(O, 1) = 0 otherwise. 
Proof: A well-known theorem (see [12, (l.l)] or [4, (3.5)]) gives for 
w E s, 
where x denotes Euler characteristic, and H’ denotes complex cohomology. 
Since 17, is geometric, H’(Z7,) = 0 unless i = 0 or I- 1. Moreover lP(Z7,) 
realises the trivial representation of S, while from [ 1 l] we have 
H’-‘(Z7&A’ ’ as @S,-module. Thus l+(-l)‘P’tr(,c,A’ ‘)= 
x( I7;l) = 1 + ~,~(0, 1). Therefore 
PJO, 1) = (- 1)’ ’ Ind~:.,,(@)(w) 
which gives the required formula by the usual evaluation of induced 
characters. 1 
Note that our approach deduces the combinatorial result (3.10) from the 
algebraic result (3.9) while this order is reversed in Stanley’s work. 
(3.11) Remark. In the proof of (3.3) we associated a monomial 
m(T)=ai,,;..a,,~,,,~, with a tree r on { 1, 2,..., I), and showed that if r has 
no branch points then m(f) generates A’- ’ as CS,-module. However, for 
each tree f on { l,..., 1) there is a submodule A’ ‘(I) generated by m(r). 
The modules A’-~ ‘(I) may be of interest in studying the submodule struc- 
ture of A’ ‘. For example, we have 
(3.12) PROPOSITION. Let f he the tree with edge set { ( 1, i) 1 i = 2 ,..., 1). 
Then dimA’~-‘(l-)=1 and A’- ‘(r)zcEV, where V=C’ is the natural per- 
mutation module for S,. 
We omit the proof. 
4. THE ACTION OF S,ON A(.,&) 
(4.1) DEFINITIONS. Let ,I = (2, 3 .. 3 IUP > 0) be a partition of 1 into p 
parts. Associate with 1 the following: 
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(i) The element c;, =g, g, ... g, where 
g, = (i, + ” + 2, ~, + l)...) I, + ” + I”, , + I,,). 
Thus g, is a cycle of length ii. 
(ii) The parabolic subgroup Sj. = S;., x ... x Sip of which Cj. is a 
Coxeter element. (Note the inconsistency with earlier notation; here 
S,, denotes the group of permutations of the set (A, $- ... + i, , + 
l)..., IL, + .” +& , +A,$.) 
(iii) The centralizer C, = ( gj.,) x x ( g,.,) of c,, in S;.. 
(4.2) LEMMA. The parabolic subgroup S;, has a canonical complement Ni 
in N,,(S;). This complement is isomorphic to the group of all permutations TC 
qf‘ { l,..., p} such that 3.,, = i,; it has (Co.ueter) generators { 0, / Ai = I,, + , }, 
where vi is the involution given h?l 
v,=(i, + ... +im, + l,i., + ... +E.;+ l)(j.,+ ... +i, ,+2, 
i, + ... +1.,+2)...(3,,+ ... +A,, A, + ... +i.,+,). 
Proof This is easily verified directly. However we also point 
out that it is a special case of the canonical complement defined in 
[8, Sect. 23. For if we denote the simple reflections of S, by 
R = {r, = (i, i + 1) j i = 1, 2 ,..., I- 1 f, then S, is the parabolic subgroup W,, 
where J = R - {r;., , r,., + j.~~..‘~ r;., + + ,y ,l. Thus according to [S, 2.41 N, is 
generated by those elements ui which are involutions, where 
v, = 12’J, 11’,,, J,=Ju{r;,+ ’ + ,, i> i = l,..., p - 1 
and \rK is the longest element in W, (KG R). A simple computation shows 
in this case that v, is an involution if and only if j., = /1, + , and u, is the 
element of the statement of the lemma. u 
(4.3) DEFINITIONS. With i= (iI 3 EL2 3 ... 3 i,,>O) as in (4.1) we 
make the following further definitions: 
(i) Z, = N, K C;, the centralizer of C; in S,. 
(ii) di is the character of CL defined by 4, = (#,,, 0 .. @4j.,)~ where 
dj., is the character of ( gk) defined by q5;,( gk) = exp(27ti/i,,) and E is the 
sign character of S,. 
(iii) C(~, is the linear character of N, defined by ~~.(a,) = (-I)“‘+‘. 
Note that a, is the restriction to N;. of xJ’ E, where GIN is the character of 
N,S, defined in [9], because a,(~,) = - 1 for each i. 
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(iv) X, is the element of L defined by X, = A’,., A n XiP where 
x;., = H?.j + +i.,~~+l.I~+ ..'i I~ 14 2 n ..’ n H,.,+ + i, 1.j.c + .‘. + i; 
a!;’ =F,) a, is the element of A’ imp defined by u;- = a$.‘Jal’J.. Q’ where 
I ‘I, + +i.,-~+l.i.j+ -+i, ii2 u;., + + i, 1.i.c + + i; 
Recall from (2.4) that A is a direct sum of subspaces A, where XE L. 
(4.4) PROPOSITION. Lef XE L tr*ith r(X) = q. Then 
(i) There is a unique partition 2 = (2, 3 jVr 3 . . . 3 i,,] > 0) such that 
X, = wX for some w E S,. For this /1, Ice have p + q = I. 
(ii) We have A,, = @S,u,, c A”. 
(iii) The stabilizer WI,, j is Nj. S,. Moreover, us N, S.-module, H’e 
have A., ? Ind~~~,(aj.~j.). 
Proof (i) This is an easy calculation. It is a special case of the fact 
proved in [l I] that in any Coxeter arrangement, the orbits of W on L 
correspond bijectively to the parabolic conjugacy classes, which are 
indexed in this case by partitions of 1. 
(ii) The space A., is spanned by monomials m = a,,,, . . . u,~,~, where 
i, and j, lie in the same orbit of S, on { 1,2,..., I} for each k. Thus any such 
m may be written m = fm, rn2.. m,,, where m, is a product of a,, with 
k,jE {i, + ... +3., , + l,..., I., + ... + 3.,+, + A,), the ith orbit of Sj on 
{ l,..., I!}. By Lemma (3.3) applied to S,, we have ~1, E @S;flu”‘. It follows 
that m=m,m,~~~m,E@Sj.uj,. 
(iii) We remarked in the proof of (2.5) that the stabilizer WI y,; is the 
normalizer of S;, in S,, which is N,S,. By the proof of Theorem (3.9) 
applied to the S,,, together with (ii) above, there are idempotents 
e, E C( g;,), i = l,..., p such that 
(a) A, =@S,(~‘,u”‘)...(e,,u’~‘)=@S;e,...e,u,. 
(b) For ICE N,., ne, = e,,n, where E is the permutaton of { l,..., p) 
induced by r-r E N;. 
(c) e, corresponds to the character ~j,E of (g;,). 
Now for rr E N, we also have rruj’) = ~5.‘~). Hence rr(e, ... e,,u;.) = 
err, ...em u’““...u’““). B u t e?, e,,, = e, e,,, and ~5,“). u~~‘Q” is a per- 
mutatio? of the factors of a!‘) a!“‘. M oreover, for D,E N, (see (4.3.ii)) we 
have LI;U, = (- 1 )“I-- ‘a;., &ice a?‘) has (A, - 1 ) factors uk,k + , Hence 
71(e, . ..e.u,)=~;(71) ey” ‘epuj,. Thus the line Ce, .. . epuj, z A, G A” is 
stable under Z, = N,C;., which acts on it via the character aAd;.. Note that 
e 1 epuj, is non-zero, since it generates Ax, as N,S,-module by (ii). 
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To see that Zi. is the full stabilizer of this line in Nj,S;, observe that if 
zj. 2 Z, is the full stabilizer, then dim Ax, = [N,S;. : 2j.1, whence by (i) 
above and (2.4), 
dim A(,&) = C [S, : N,S;.][N,S, : zj] 
i i- / 
= 1 [S, : 2,] 
j. - / 
3 1 [S,:Z;.]. 
i. c I 
But [S, : Z,] is the cardinality of the conjugacy class corresponding to 1. 
Hence 
c [S,: Z,] = /S,/ =dim A(.&). 
i cl 
Hence equality applies above, and 2, = Z; for each L. It follows from [S, 
Proposition 10.51 that as N; S,-module Ax, = IndXF;( r; d;). 1 
In the following theorem the notation is as in (4.1) and (4.3). 
(4.5) THEOREM. For euch partition i= (i”, 3Eb, 2 ..+ 3i,>O) af 1, let 
tj, be the character 5; = ~,,r+b;~ of the centralizer Z; = N,C, of the element c;. 
Then 
where the isomorphism is one of CSrmoduules and the sum is over partitions i. 
with p + q = 1. 
Pro@ From (2.5) we have 
(i) A4z 0 XEf6 IndEc,x, (A.) where % is a set of representatives for 
the S,-orbits on L(.&). By (4.4.i) W may be taken as (X,1 3” has p = l-q 
parts 1. Further W,, = Sj, and N( W,)= Nj,S,. By (4.4.iii) we have an 
isomorphism of Nj. S,-modules A x,. g Ind ~~“(C(j.~,). Substitution into (i) 
above, together with transitivity of induction now yields the theorem. a 
(4.6) COROLLARY. We have an isomorphism of CS,-modules: A(d)% 
0 i ~, Ind$‘j(~j,), the sum being over all partitions 1” of 1. 
As an application, we give a proof of the following result which is 
equivalent to a conjecture of Stanley proved by Hanlon in [7]. 
(4.7) PROPOSITION. Let p he the representation of S, on the cohomology 
ring of M= {(z, ,..., z,) E @‘I z, # zj for i#j). Then (p, ~)s, = 0, where E is the 
sign character of St. 
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ProoJ We have, from (4.6) and Frobenius reciprocity 
(P, E)= C (E, Ind2,(5;.)) 
,+i 
BY (4.1) and (4.3) we have Z,= N,C;., ~j.=ccj.~j,, and 
q5,=(qSi,@ ... @dj,,)c if J”=i, 3 . . 3 A,, > 0. Thus (E, < ;.) = 0 unless 9j., 
is trivial for each i, which happens only if i, = 1 for each i. But 
LY;],~ _,,,) = l,,#~ so that (E, irj.) = 0 for each i., whence (p, E) = 0 as 
stated. 1 
Another application is 
(4.8) PROPOSITION. With p as in (4.7), we have (p, 1 )s, = 2. 
Proof: (p, 1) = ~j. i-, ( 1, 5 Jz, as above. Now dj, = 1 only if each part of 
A has size 1 or 2, i.e., j” = (2/j, l’*). Thus 
N;. = S,, x S,, and x; = Es,, @ 1 s,, . 
Hence C(~.= 1 if and only if 1, < 1. Thus (1, t;),, is non-zero for just two 
partitions %, viz. IL= I ’ and ;I = (2, 1’ 2). The result follows. 1 
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